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The letter contains a number of handwritten corrections and annotations. Here is a transcription:

"187. Salute, and sender is this: The first part of your letter is not clear, and it's difficult to understand."

"And now, I'll try to explain the purpose of my letter. I am writing to express my appreciation for your kindness and support."

"I hope this letter finds you well and in good health."

"Please let me know if there is anything else you need. I look forward to hearing from you soon."

"Sincerely, [Signature]"
You're et se 2 - 2

Our fornice - 2

But m'm should half 1 do you go shet
The Omelas Day

It comes sometimes as if there were inner effort to achieve in building up institutions to can those that have been driven from their lives in preserving some that are still up, pure, uncorrupt.
To clean the public act of all open and consider ourselves with these real worlds.